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Unstructured meshes allow 
local refinement to resolve geometry 

Unstructured meshes may follow 
topography, ... 

They may provide effective nesting 
(here from 15 to 4 km) 

Rel. vort. snapshot  in  
SOMA simulations 



Large-scale models on unstructured meshes 
What is available now? 
 
1. FESOM         FE (P1-P1), coupled to FE-ice and to ECHAM-6 
             + It is used in many projects at AWI, very stable 
             -  slow (10:1 if compared to MITgcm on the same mesh) 
 
2. MPAS  FV-FD (Hex-C-grid), ALE 
             + slower than, but comparable to POP (2-3.5:1) 
             - quasi-hex meshes are less geometrically flexible than triangles 
 
3. FV-AWI (cell-vertex, or quasi-B-grid), coupled to FE-ice 
             + performance similar to MPAS 
             + very similar transport schemes 
             + mimetic (as MPAS) 
             - requires tuning of momentum advection and viscosity 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. ICON (MPI Hamburg, tri-C-grid with mimetic stabilization) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Coastal models  
ADCIRC, UnTRIM, SELFE, SUNTANS, FVCOM,…. 
FVCOM (cell-vertex) – FV CICE,  
             - sigma coordinate 
             - too dissipative transport and momentum advection 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



P1 P1DG P1NC 

RT0 P2 BDM1 

Main low-order discretizations:  
Triangular meshes 
(i) continuous and discontinuous FE 

(ii) Finite-volume methods  
vertex-vertex 
cell-vertex 
cell-cell 
 

Analogs of A-grid 
A1: P1-P1~ triangular vertex-vertex~ hexagonal cell-cell 
A2: Triangular cell-cell 
Analogs of B-grid (staggering)  
B1: cell-vertex~P0-P1~ZM hex  
B2: P1nc-P1  
C-grid 
C1: Quasi-hexagonal Voronoi meshes 
C2: Triangular C-grid 
Non-staggered discretizations – pressure modes 
Staggered discretizations – disbalance between  
velocity and scalar DoFs – spurious velocity (B1,B2,C1) or 
divergence (C2) modes  
 

Voronoi (quasi-hexagonal) meshes, 
C-grid approach 

Ringler et.al, 2013 

Main velocity-pressure pairs: P1-P1, P1NC-P1, P1DG-P1DG 
RT0-P0 (triangular C-grid) 

For a review, see  
Danilov, 2013, Ocean Modelling 



Practical remarks:   
 
1. Slowness factor 2-3 will remain for FV, but this is acceptable 
given geometric flexibility 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2. Continuous FE introduce too many difficulties in the hydrostatic case 
3. Discontinuous FE are too expensive   
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. A-grids require stabilization of pressure modes. Stabilization breaks 
energy consistency! 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5. All FV variants considered can use mixed meshes; all they basically rely on the 
 same edge-based data structure. 
  
6. On hex-C, quasi-B or A1,  a transport scheme that is analogous to  
DST-3rd order of MITgcm is rather straightforward. In fact MPAS and FV-AWI use it.  
Higher-order schemes are possible, but expensive 
  



Several examples with FESOM: 
Freshwater transport through Canadian Arctic Archipelago 

1.5°à5km 
1958-2007 
CORE forcing 

Smith 
Sound 

Lancaster 
Sound 

C. Wekerle et al., JGR 2013 

Two res. for CAA 
5 km (Fine, blue) 
24 km (Coarse,red) 

freshwater transports 

Lancaster Sound 

Smith Sound 
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~4km	  

2.5	  °	  

Goals:	  
• 	  rate	  of	  ice	  mass	  loss	  
• 	  under	  ice-‐shelf	  
processes	  
• 	  improve	  projec>ons	  of	  
the	  contribu>on	  of	  ice	  to	  
future	  sea-‐level	  rise	  	  
(Ice2sea	  EU	  project)	  

Ice Shelf Modeling 

Timmermann	  et	  al.	  2012	  Ann.Glaciol.	  
Hellmer	  et	  al.,	  2012,	  Nature	  	  
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shelf ice 



High-resolution Arctic simulations with FESOM 
T@ 350 m, 1980-1999 
 
 
<= 24 km Arctic, 1 degree south of 50 N 

4.5 km Arctic            => 
24 km south of Fram Strait 
1degree south of 50 N 
 
 
Simulations by Q. Wang 
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SST snapshot for TRO showing resolved Tropical Instability 
Waves (TIW).  

Differences (TRO - REF and REF - OBS) for annual  
mean SST (top) and interannual SST standard  
deviation (bottom). OBS refers to HadISST (Rayner et al., 
2003). 

OCEAN MODEL SETUPS 
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Modeling ENSO with ECHAM6-FESOM: The influence of ocean resolution 

Rackow et. al. 2014 



What are the consequences of changing the  
resolution? 
 
“Nesting”: the effect of domain size.  
SOMA setup(wind-driven flow in a temperature-stratified 
ocean, 40 layers). Resolution 4 km, 
Variable – from 15 to 4 km 
 
Relative vorticity at 100 m, simulations with FV AWI setup 



“Nesting“: 
Instantaneous vertical velocity 



Toy example: cell-vertex SW code on mixed meshes (Munk gyre and double gyre) 
Why? 
-  Cheaper (less edges) 
-  Structured+unstructured  



Coastal models on unstructured meshes – more numerous, but generally too dissipative 
to be applied on large-scales 
 
1. UnTRIM and its variants (SUNTANTS, ELCIRC) (tri-C-grid) 
   + good performer for quasi-barotropic simulations 
   - div-noise (filtering in SUNTANS) 
   - orthogonal meshes 
 
2. FVCOM 
    + many coastal applications 
    + general triangular meshes  
    - diffusive 
  
3. SELFE  (mixture of many approaches) 
 
4. ADCIRC P1-P1 FE with stabilization, P1DG 
     + many (predominantly barotropic) applications 
 
5. Many others (ICOM, MIKE 21  cell-cell A grid, FV;  
                         TELEMAC (P1-mini-P1? FE); 
                         TUGO (F. Lyard, a collection of  
                         different discretizations))  
 
 

The Gulf of Maine (GoM)/Georges Bank (GB), 
FVCOM web site  



Conclusions:  
 
1. Large-scale modeling on unstructured  meshes: quasi-hex C-grid (MPAS)  
or cell-vertex (AWI) offer reasonable performance  
 
2. All staggered discretizations on triangular or hexagonal meshes  
suffer from spurious modes, and no good balanced solution is proposed yet 
 
3. Existing solutions are sufficiently mature to be used in practice. 
  
4. Parameterizations, higher-accuracy transport algorithms, …  



Transports through western Lancaster 
Sound.  
Observations by Prinsenberg et al. 2009 
Fine CAA mesh 
Coarse 24 km mesh 
 

Mean liquid freshwater 1968-2007, its variance, 
and differences: Fine-Coarse (bottom left) 
Fine-Coarse CAA Closed (bottom right) 



Mean sea ice thickness (2003-2007) in spring (top) and fall (bottom)  
Left: ICESat measurements (Kwok and Cunningham (2008))  
Right: FESOM simulations. 
 

Sea ice extent (top) and its anomaly (bottom) 
FESOM (blue) and satellite observation  
(Fetterer et al., 2009, red).  



9 km Arctic mesh 24 km Arctic mesh 

Arctic Ocean modeling with global FESOM 

Shown is temperature at 300 m.  
Questions: the role of different gates and lateral eddy mixing 
X. Wang, Ph.D thesis 



Ice	  shelf-‐ocean	  interac>on:	  Today	  

FESOM Sub-ice shelf basal melt rate (10-yr mean)                       Basal mass loss for ten larger ice shelves       

„Validation“ simulations forced with NCEP data: average 1990-1999 

Basal mass loss in FESOM, BRIOS  and  independent estimates 
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